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ROUND 2 INTERVIEW  
March 4, 2022 
 
RYAN BREHM  ( -11) 
 
 
Q.  Obviously lunch is going to taste a little bit better after that 18th hole. Just a few 
comments on the round today? 
 
RYAN BREHM:  Yeah, it was kind of boring until the end. I feel like I had to scramble quite a 
bit, had some difficult up-and-downs, got them up and down, made a few good putts for par, 
kept the momentum going and finished with a birdie-eagle, made a bomb on the last hole. 
You add it up, it's pretty good. 
 
Q.  If you could take me through the last hole, some clubs and yards, that would be 
great.  
 
RYAN BREHM:  Yeah, the wind was helping. It was down off the left and I just kind of aim a 
little bit right on that hole and try to rip it really and I got it working with the wind and I got it 
down there I think good 235 front. It's kind of a guessing game out of these fairways to get 
the right numbers downwind, but we got a pretty good guess, I suppose. We hit a 5-iron to, I 
don't know, 30 feet left and made the putt. 
 
Q.  And you mentioned over here swinging for the fences. I know with the medical 
you're kind of leaving no stone unturned. How much is that on your mind? 
 
RYAN BREHM:  I mean, it would be wrong to say you don't think about it, but realistically, 
since the beginning of this year we've just been trying to improve every day, every week. As 
long as we can do that, if we can take something away from each round, each situation, put 
some pressure on myself, we're going to learn from it. Just enjoy the process of doing that 
really and we're doing that. 
 
Q.  Well, that's perfect. We'll bring you in.  When did the idea during the winter come 
for you to be working this year? 
 
RYAN BREHM:  Well, we ended last year, seemed like there was a really long break and 
Mike Downy, my normal full-time caddie, just -- I'll just leave it that he had -- you know, he 
hasn't been out here. But we're on great terms, he's coming back, we're looking forward to 
that. So we just kind of talked about it and said we've had some good success in the past 
and let's start out in the Bahamas Korn Ferry Tour and see how it goes. I don't know, I think 
we've been having a good time.  
 
CHELSEY BREHM:  I mean, as you know, I travel every week anyways, so it made sense. 
As Ryan said, we have fun. I'm out walking all 18, I might as well contribute in some way. 
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Q.  I've asked this, I know, but is it wife-husband out there or is it player-caddie or is it 
a mix? 
 
RYAN BREHM:  I don't know if it's really player-caddie, that's tough to do when you're 
husband and wife. You know, she gets the yardage book every week and she's double 
checking my numbers. I think she's got a much better feel for the game than when we 
started. She's getting wind directions and doing a lot of the little things that a caddie would 
do. I think it helps. What do you think? 
 
CHELSEY BREHM:  I mean, obviously that's the right answer (Laughs.)  
 
Q.  As wife when you're outside the ropes it can be nerve-racking just because you 
can't control, but what is it like now with you inside with him side by side, being able 
to talk to him throughout the day?  
 
CHELSEY BREHM:  Honestly, I find myself checking my emotions a little bit more because I 
do have an energy, right, and if he's feeling that, then that's good, bad, indifferent, I don't 
know. But I would say that I have to check what I feel outside the ropes and one foot in front 
of the other, take a breath, I find myself saying stuff like that to him even though on the 
inside I'm obviously not quite as calm as I'd like to pretend. It's fun, a good problem to have. 
 
Q.  Ryan, with you being -- it's a long day out there, five hours. How nice is it to have 
the most significant person in your life, to have someone to chat with and kind of kill 
time between shots? 
 
RYAN BREHM:  You know, I enjoy it. There's some small talk and some banter and, I don't 
know, maybe makes you think about something else, poking fun with each other, just 
enjoying the day. We're in a beautiful place, and honestly, every week is pretty much a 
beautiful place we go, so let's soak it in while we can. I think we both agree this isn't 
permanent, but we're having fun while we can do it and we're going to continue to do that.   
 


